One-and two-body densities in position space have been calculated for the atomic beryllium isoelectronic series starting from explicitly correlated multideterminant wave functions. The effects of electronic correlations have been systematically studied by comparing the correlated results with the corresponding Hartree-Fock ones. Some expectation values such as ͗␦(r)͘, ͗r n ͘, ͗␦(r 12 )͘, ͗r 12 n ͘, ͗␦(R)͘, and ͗R n ͘, where r, r 12 , and R stand for the electron-nucleus, interelectronic, and two electron center of mass coordinates, respectively, have been obtained. All the calculations have been carried out by using the Monte Carlo algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Four electron atomic systems have been studied by using different types of correlated wave functions. Some of them include the electronic correlations by expanding the wave function in a sum of Slater determinants within either a configuration interaction ͑CI͒ scheme or a multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock ͑MCHF͒ method ͑see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2 and references therein͒. Some other results have been obtained by using explicitly correlated wave functions. Among them let us mention the work of Komasa, Cencek, and Rychlewski, 3 who used an exponentially correlated Gaussian function in order to deal analytically with the integrals involved in the different calculations. With this wave function and using 10 000 nonlinear variational parameters, one of the best nonrelativistic ground state energies up to now has been obtained, although the wave function does not satisfy either the one or the two-body cusp conditions. Also a CI wave function in which the coefficients of the different determinants depend explicitly on r i j has been used leading also to very precise results. 4 An alternative and efficient way to solve the different integrals involved in the evaluation of the energy is to use the Monte Carlo method, which allows one to work with any type of explicitly correlated wave function. 5 In particular Schmidt and Moskowitz 6 used the Jastrow type wave function
⌿ϭF⌽, ͑1͒
where F is the so-called correlation factor and ⌽ is the model wave function that, in that work, was taken as the Hartree-Fock wave function corresponding to the configuration 1s 2 2s 2 . With this wave function it is possible to obtain about 68% of the correlation energy for the beryllium atom.
As it is known, four-electron atoms present the so-called 2s -2p near degeneracy effect 7 for which they can easily promote a 2s 2 pair to a 2p 2 one. This effect can be taken into account by using the multideterminant wave function
where now ⌽ 1 and ⌽ 2 are Slater determinants corresponding to the configurations 1s 2 2s 2 and 1s 2 2 p 2 , respectively, and is a new variational parameter. Taking for ⌽ 1 and ⌽ 2 the Hartree-Fock solutions for both configurations and using the same correlation factor of Ref. 6 it is possible to recover more than 80% of the correlation energy. 8 This improvement is obtained not only for the energy but also for other properties of the atomic ground state. 9 By using for ⌽ 1 and ⌽ 2 a MCHF wave function corresponding to the same configurations, it is possible to recover more than 93% of the correlation energy. 10 Working with a wave function like that given by Eq. ͑2͒, but with a much more complex correlation factor than the one proposed by Schmidt and Moskowitz and including the functions ⌽ 1 and ⌽ 2 in the optimization process, Umrigar, Wilson, and Wilkins 11 obtained more than 99% of the correlation energy for the beryllium atom.
One-body properties in position space can be studied in terms of the single particle density, (r)
which gives the charge distribution around the nucleus. For four electron atoms, the single-particle density has been calculated not only within the Hartree-Fock framework but also by using correlated wave functions. [12] [13] [14] Two-electron properties can be studied in terms of both the interelectronic, or intracule, I(r 12 ), and the center of mass, or extracule, E(R), densities 15, 16 defined as
respectively. These two-body functions represent the probability density function for a pair of electrons having a relative vector r 12 or a center of mass vector R, respectively. Their spherical averages will be denoted by h(r 12 ) and d(R), respectively. The intracule density in position space plays an important role in several physical and chemical problems such as, for example, the electron correlation problem or the interpretation of the Hund rules. [17] [18] [19] [20] For few electron atoms it has been calculated by using highly accurate correlated wave functions, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] leading to an extensive study of its properties. For heavier atoms the results known are more scarce. Recently, its radial moments and the value of the density at the coalescence point have been obtained within the numerical Hartree-Fock framework for the atoms helium to xenon. 25, 26 Correlated results have been obtained within a configuration interaction scheme 14 for the atoms of the second and third row, and, more recently, 27 from energyderivative two-electron reduced density matrices, for some light atoms. It has been also obtained for the atoms helium to neon starting from explicitly correlated wave functions by means of the Monte Carlo method. 9, 28 Much less work has been done for the extracule density. Within the Hartree-Fock framework the value of the counterbalance density, i.e., the value of the extracule density at the origin, d(0), and the expectation values ͗R n ͘ have been calculated, 26, 29 and also a study of the structure of this density for the atoms helium to xenon, has been carried out. 30 Recently, it has been calculated for the atoms helium to neon starting from explicitly correlated wave functions. 31 The aim of this work is to study one-and two-body properties of the ground state of the beryllium isoelectronic series starting from the wave function of Eq. ͑2͒. The correlation factor, F, has been taken from the work of Schmidt and Moskowitz. 6 For the model wave function, ⌽ϭ⌽ 1 ϩ⌽ 2 , we shall start from the MCHF solution corresponding to the configurations 1s 2 2s 2 and 1s 2 2p 2 . Some of the parameters of the model wave function will be modified in the minimization process. This fact will be important for an adequate distribution of the zeros of the wave function and, therefore, for a better determination of several properties of the atoms. To analyze the effect of electronic correlations on the two-body densities we shall study both the Coulomb hole 
II. WAVE FUNCTION
The wave function used in this work, ⌿, is that given by Eq. ͑2͒, i.e., the product of a symmetric correlation factor, F, which includes the dynamic correlation among the electrons, times a model wave function, ⌽, that provides the correct properties of the exact wave function, i.e., its antisymmetry in the electronic coordinates and its total orbital and spin angular momentum.
For the correlation factor we use the form of Boys and Handy
The parameters b and d represent the inverse of the effective range of the correlations and have been fixed at the value of 1 in the present calculation. The set of the values for the m k , n k , and o k determines the parameterization selected for the generalized Jastrow factor. In this work we take the values proposed by Schmidt and Moskowitz 6 by using arguments based on the requirement of the local current conservation. The correlation factor can include 7, 9, or 17 variational parameters.
For the beryllium isoelectronic series we have worked with the first nine configurations, (m k ,n k ,o k )ϭ͑0,0,1͒, ͑0,0,2͒, ͑0,0,3͒, ͑0,0,4͒; ͑2,0,0͒, ͑3,0,0͒, ͑4,0,0͒; ͑2,2,0͒ and (2,0,2). The first four include electron-electron correlations; the three following include electron-nucleus correlations, and the last two take into account electron-electron-nucleus correlations. We have not considered the option with 17 configurations in the beryllium atom because, although it leads to a slightly better value for the energy, it provides an electronic distribution in the atom that is very extended in space. 8, 9 The coefficient c 1 can be fixed to 0.5 in order to satisfy the electron-electron cusp, although the results thus obtained do not differ appreciably from the ones calculated when this constraint is removed.
For the model wave function, ⌽ϭ⌽ 1 ϩ⌽ 2 , one could work with the Hartree-Fock solutions corresponding to the configurations 1s 2 2s 2 and 1s 2 2 p 2 , respectively, as in Refs. 8 and 9. However, much better results can be obtained by using a numerical MCHF wave function 33 corresponding to the configurations 1s 2 2s 2 and 1s 2 2 p 2 . To deal with this option we have parameterized the radial part of the singleparticle orbitals in terms of Slater-type basis functions
͑11͒
This trial wave function is denoted by ⌿ 9,1 Ј . Although the energy provided by this wave function greatly improves the one obtained when a Hartree-Fock wave function is used for ⌽ 1 and ⌽ 2 , the electronic distributions (r) and h(r 12 ) are still a bit extended in space as we shall see later. To improve the large distance behavior of the wave function we have modified the parameters C k of Eq. ͑11͒ in the optimization process, once parameterized the single-particle orbital. Therefore, a better distribution of the nodes of the wave function is obtained. In doing so we have not the MCHF solution anymore and, as a consequence, the trial wave function does not satisfy the electron-nucleus cusp. To retrieve this property we have included the new configuration (m k ,n k ,o k )ϭ(1,0,0) in the correlation factor F working with 10 nonlinear variational parameters. This new wave function has been denoted by ⌿ 10,1 Ј . In doing so not only the behavior at large distances of the one-and two-body position densities is amended 8, 9 but also the low range behavior of single-particle momentum density. 34 To obtain the best set of parameters that determines the wave function, the variational Monte Carlo ͑VMC͒ method has been used. The random walk in the VMC has been performed by using the Metropolis algorithm. The optimum set of parameters in each case has been determined by minimizing the fluctuation in the local energy by using the Newton method. This is a simple and efficient method 5, 6 which converges in a few steps. In doing so, first and second derivatives have been calculated analytically.
Once obtained the best wave function for each atom we have calculated the different one-and two-body densities, their values at the origin and the expectation values ͗t n ͘,
where t stands for r, r 12 and R. We have considered the importance sampling technique 35 in order to reduce the variance in the MC quadrature. The distribution function employed is Q⌿ 2 , instead of ⌿ 2 , where Q is given by Q ϭ ͚ i (1/r i 2 ) when working with the single-particle density and Qϭ ͚ iϾ j (1/r i j 2 ) when the intracule density is being calculated. For the extracule density we have used Qϭ1. This technique provides a better description of the electronic distributions for small values of the variable.
The value of each density at the origin has been calculated by using the relations
for the single-particle density, 36 and
for both the intracule (ϭh, tϭr 12 ) and the extracule (ϭd, tϭR) densities. 9 These expressions allow one to obtain a local property of the corresponding density in terms of the wave function evaluated in the whole domain.
III. RESULTS
In Table I we show the ground state energy of the different members of the beryllium isoelectronic series, obtained with different correlated and Hartree-Fock wave functions. In parentheses we give the statistical error in the last digit and in brackets we show the percentage of correlation energy recovered. The first column shows the HartreeFock value for the different ions while the following one gives the energy obtained taking the correlation factor F equal one, i.e., by working with ⌿ϭ⌽ 1 ϩ⌽ 2 . The wave function has been labeled as ⌿ 0,1 Ј and corresponds to the complete active valence space calculation of Ref. 37 . The inclusion of the correlation factor in the wave function ⌿ 10,1 Ј , greatly improves the ground state energy. With it one can recover around 95% of the correlation energy for the different members of the isoelectronic sequence. Finally we show the energy considered as exact, which has been taken from the estimation of Davidson et al. 37 Let us point out that the energy obtained for the beryllium atom with the wave function ⌿ 9,1 Ј coincides, within the statistical error, with the one obtained from ⌿ 10,1 Ј . However, as can be noticed from the top part of Tables II and III, the moments ͗r n ͘ and ͗r 12 n ͘, nу1, obtained from the latter approach much more to those considered as exact than the ones obtained from the former. This is why we have considered the wave function ⌿ 10,1 Ј in the present work.
As it is known, electronic correlations do not modify appreciably the Hartree-Fock single-particle density. This can be seen in Table II where we compare the correlated expectation values ͚͗ i ␦(r i )͘, i.e., the value of the one-body density at the origin, (0), and ͗r n ͘, nϭϪ2 to ϩ4 with the Hartree-Fock ones. In particular, for the beryllium atom the differences between the HF values and those that can be considered as exact 3 is less than 0.1% for (0) and ͗r Ϫ2 ͘. These differences increase slightly for ͗r Ϫ1 ͘ and for the mo- function, the moment ͗r Ϫ1 ͘ increases its value. Then, as a general trend, electronic correlations make the atoms a bit smaller.
As it is known, electronic correlations are very important in describing the interelectronic density. They are responsible of the Coulomb hole, i.e., the decreasing of h(r 12 ) for small values of the interelectronic distance. In Table III (0) and of the moments of negative order decrease when electronic correlations are included in the wave function, while the moments of positive order increase. Therefore, the effect of electronic correlations is to increase the average distance between the electrons.
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the correlated interelectronic density, h c (r 12 ), as compared with the corresponding Hartree-Fock one, h HF (r 12 ). The relative importance of electronic correlations on this function decreases as Z increases.
A study of the Coulomb hole is presented in Fig. 2 , where we plot ⌬ P(r 12 ) in terms of Zr 12 . As we can see the structure of this function is not simple for these ions. It presents two minima and two maxima. While the position of the first minimum and the first maximum is practically constant in all the isoelectronic series, the position of the second minimum ͑maximum͒ is shifted to greater ͑lower͒ values of Zr 12 as Z increases. The strength of all those extremes increase as the nuclear charge increases, although, mainly in the first minimum, not as Z 3 , that is what one should expect if the wave function scales as Zr. This figure is consistent with the fact that the effect of the electronic correlations is to separate the electrons in the atom.
From previous discussions we conclude that electronic correlations decrease the size of the atom but, simultaneously, increase the average distance among the electrons. This is possible if the extracule density increases its values for small and medium values of R when electronic correlations are included. This picture corresponds to the fact that correlations tend to increase the probability density for finding the electrons at opposite sides of the nucleus in order to increase the interelectronic separation between them, and thus, to reduce the electrostatic interaction energy among the electrons. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where we plot the difference function ⌬⌸(R) in terms of ZR for the different members of the isoelectronic series. This difference function is positive between 0 up to a given value of ZR from which it takes negative values. Besides it shows a maximum and a minimum except for Be and B ϩ for which a second small maximum appears near Rϭ0. The position of the extremes is shifted to smaller values of ZR as Z increases and their strength increases with Z.
In Table IV 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
One-and two-body properties of the ground state of four electron atomic systems have been studied by using the Monte Carlo method. We have used explicitly correlated wave functions in which the near-degeneracy 2s -2p has been included by working with a MCHF model wave function and modifying the linear coefficients of Eq. ͑11͒ simultaneously with the correlation factor. These wave functions are able to recover about 95% of the correlation energy. A study of the single-particle density and of both the interelectronic or intracule, h(r 12 ), and the center of mass or extracule, d(R), densities has been performed. Electronic correlations diminish the size of the ions but, simultaneously, increase the average distance among the electrons. This is possible by increasing the probability density for finding the electrons at opposite sides of the nucleus, i.e., increasing the extracule density for small values of R.
The quality of the results obtained for the beryllium atom, even for the moments of large order, gives us confidence about the results obtained with the Monte Carlo method and the wave functions used, even for large electron-nucleus and electron-electron distances. 
